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perfectdisk's optiwrite technology prevents most fragmentation on your drive before it occurs, which prevents your system from slowing down. optiwrite detects when windows is going to fragment files and intelligently redirects i/o to stop the
fragmentation from occuring. perfectdisk comes with sophisticated defragmentation technology that lets you optimize the most critical file of all: the master file table (mft). the mft is the master database of the file system. it contains vital information

about files, directories, and their attributes. the mft is also the record for the system, because it describes the location of every file and subdirectory on the system, along with the file attributes. it also defines the relationship of files to one another, as well
as to the system and each other. but mfts are notoriously difficult to defragment because the file system keeps all of the mft information in the mft itself. the mft is the first file system object that perfectdisk hits in the defragmentation process. perfectdisk
is widely regarded as the most efficient defragmenter available. perfectdisk is unlike other defragmenters that make multiple passes through the file system to defragment files. perfectdisk defragments the mft in a single pass. with a single defragment,

perfectdisk maximizes the efficiency of the mft, because data is not moved, corrupted, or deleted in the defragmentation process. defragmenting the mft with perfectdisk frees up disk space and keeps your system from getting full. when a system gets full,
it slows down and becomes unstable. because perfectdisk defragments the mft in a single pass, you won't get a full file system. you can create more disks and increase the space available for your critical system files and applications.
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perfectdisk works by identifying the most active files in the entire file system. this activity is
measured by the number of file operations, which may include reading, writing, appending and

appending. the end result is that the most active files are moved to the end of the disk, and then they
are defragmented. perfectdisk is able to maintain better performance and system response by not

defragmenting files that are not used frequently. as a result, the user enjoys fast response time and
the computer does not crash or hang. optiwrite is a feature that allows perfectdisk to defragment only

the most active files. if a file is fragmented and if it has been recently used, perfectdisk moves it to
the end of the disk and then it defragments it. if the file is not fragmented, it is not defragmented.

perfectdisk professional includes extensive monitoring and reporting, to ensure that users have the
information they need to make the best business decisions. tools that are now built into perfectdisk

professional include the ability to monitor disk fragmentation, to view and analyze system
performance, to identify applications that are using a lot of system resources, and to defragment the

drives free space. in addition to providing this extensive monitoring and reporting to users,
perfectdisk professional includes tools that enable users to create automated backups of their drives

and that notify users when backups should be performed. these tools offer a quick way to back up
drives with a minimum amount of user intervention. perfectdisk professional is the most intelligent
and affordable defragmenter available. its powerful and intuitive features make it a perfect solution

for small businesses, home users, and enterprise users. 5ec8ef588b
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